


list of attachments to memo to Shea 3/4/79 - add with copies 

For their relevance to the enclosed and/or earlier appeals I also made copies of the attached records which contain some citations to files not searched in 
compliance iin the JFK case, 

I recall nothing fwom Dallas 62-3702 or located and relevant for putposes of that file. This record also relates to my appeal from the withholding of the indices, 
Dallas 105-1455~90 withholds in toto 14 consecutive paragraphs under C and D claims I raise again the question of whether the withheld information was in all or in part 

within the public domain. I ask whether any effort was made to determine this prior 
to the withholding. Abd I ask if the balancing test was applied. Of course there should 
be comparison with earlier disclosures of the claim of privacy applies to Marina Oswald. 

From New Orleans 62-9448 I have attached together Serials 15 and one I cannot make : out of 12/23/75. I have received nothing from this file and nothing that is relevant . =_ 
that was turned up by the FBI for the purposes represented by that file. It is apparent ses from the identification that reference is to a Senate investigation of the subject of my 
requests, which are by subject, not file numbers, (I have reppatedly raised questions. 
about and appealed the withholding of the inventories prepared for all such purposes.) 

There is also a 7D claim madee In context this might be the name of a kmown FBI 
informer Carlos Quirova. This has been disclosed by the FBI, despite its clains never to rea do this. Whether or not the withholding is of Quiroga"s name there is pertinence to asking ~~ 
if the information is within the public domain and. whether the balancing test, of the = 

. usefulness of public disclosure, has been madé.s 7 ices 
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EB Identification of the companion FBIHQ file (of which the foregoing relating to ~~ : 624448 also applies) is made in Serial 24, I provide this separately because in addition 
to addressing possible N.0. withholding under my JFK request I have ‘reason to believe = 
it indicates withholding under my PA request. . Pipi ae Rac tae Sh ae fg Pare 

I believe I have other records of former SA Milton Kaack phoning and reporting to the / NO FO when contact was made with him. The similar records relating to other former Sds indicate that whether or not required of tem it was general policy to report all such. contacts and inquiries. a ving Ee eos. pe Ee 

  

I spoke to former SA Kaack by phone and asked him some questions relating to the 
JFK assassination investigation of neither secret nor classifiable nature. He had been. 
part of the Oswald New Orleans investigation. I therefore believe, particularly because 
of the questions I asked, that he did report to the NO FO, that such records exist and 
that although relevant to both appealed matters were and remain withheld,


